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Taylor & Francis to publish

Journal of Maps from 2012

MAPS
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We are proud to announce that Taylor & Francis will take responsibility for publication of the
Journal of Maps in partnership with Editor-in-Chief Dr Mike Smith, Kingston University, UK,
with effect from Volume 8, 2012.
New developments for Journal of Maps
•
•
•
•
•
•

Journal of Maps
Science Editor
Mike Smith,
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UK

Online submission and peer review system, ScholarOne Manuscripts – coming soon!
No submission fee – all submissions to Journal of Maps will now be free.
Journal of Maps
New website on Taylor & Francis Online – www.tandfonline.com/TJOM - coming soon!
Early online publication through iFirst – publishing articles rapidly, ahead of the journal issues. Social Science Editor
Jeremy Porter,
Annual Best Map Prize – to be chosen by the Editorial team.
City University of
Much more! – including HTML versions of articles, forward citation linking and added global
New York, USA
reach and visibility, providing authors and readers with an even better publishing experience.

Journal of Maps is concerned, broadly, with social and physical processes that take place on a geographical scale.
Topics could include, for example, footfall in retail marketing, the spread of bird flu or location of geological faults, the
common theme being the use of maps or spatial diagrams to advance understanding. Taylor & Francis is committed to
the current Editorial policy and this will remain under the exclusive control of the Editor-in-Chief, Mike Smith.
About Taylor & Francis Journals
Taylor & Francis is part of Informa, one of the world's leading publishers of academic journals. Taylor & Francis is
dedicated to the dissemination of scholarly information, drawing on expertise developed since first publishing learned
journals in 1798. Taylor & Francis now publishes over 1,560 scholarly journals in association with more than 460
learned societies and scholarly institutions. We operate from a network of 20 global offices, including Philadelphia,
Oxford, Melbourne, Stockholm, Beijing, New Delhi, Johannesburg and Singapore.
How to access Journal of Maps
All previously published volumes of the Journal of Maps will remain freely available on Taylor & Francis Online at
www.tandfonline.com/TJOM. New issues will also be hosted on this new journal homepage and available to
subscribers of Journal of Maps.
Should you have any questions regarding the 2012 pricing of the journal or subscription queries please do not hesitate to contact us on subscriptions@tandf.co.uk.
To recommend the Journal of Maps to your library please complete this form:
http://www.tandfonline.com/action/recommendation?doi=10.1080/tjom20
Best wishes,
Mike Smith, Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Maps.
Email: mike.smith@journalofmaps.com
Lizzy Seal, Managing Editor, Taylor & Francis.
Email: lizzy.seal@tandf.co.uk

